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THE EFFECT OF LATERAL CONTROLS IN PRODUCING MOTION OF AN AIRPLANE
AS COMPUTED FROM WIND-TUNNEL DATA

By l?FCdDE. WmcK and ROBnRT T. JONES

SLMMARY

An an.alytiealstudy of the ikiera.1conirollubiliiy of an
airplmw haa been made in which both the 8tuti.crolling
and yawing m.omerdawpplied by the controlsand the Tew-

tiow due to thi?inheren4 8tabdiiy of the airplane have
been taken into account. 17w investigaii.onw un&r-
taken partly for the purpo8e of coordinuti~ the results of
a long wiea of wind-tunnd investigaiiom &h plummn-
ena obwnxd injlighi tmt8;for thti reason a hypotheti.ca-l
average airpbne, embodying the eI?8edd churact.er&i.c8

of both the Win&tunnel moo?ehand thefull%ze tmt ati-
planes, m a.mumedfor the 8tudy.

Stabi.hly derivativtxfor the average airplane and for
813VJ3Tdof the add J?ight-tex airpluntx were COmpWted,
and compulati.onswere mude in an attempt to reprodw
by the themy tb diti(nw of 8@8d add $igti te$t$.

Computa4i07wmude of forced rolling and yawing moth
of an P-.% a.irpluneC4UMedby a wali%ndejk%an of the
ailerone were found to agree well &h actuu.1meaaure-
mem!.sof theee math. ‘

The eonditimwfollowing inatan$aneousfull dejleetion.s
Ofthe kled &rOl k been 8hLd&?d, ad 8ome dk%dh

ha-s been devotedto the controlli~ of compkte turn maneu-
ver8. A portion of tlu work tom devotedto a study of ccm-
trollability & 8tallingangb, and the rtwuh%of this appl+
cationof theorywerefound to agreequalitatwelywith$i.ghi-
testing experience.

2%8angle of bank produced in 18econd, PI, by a d@ec-

tion of the rolling control may be taken w a reliztivemem-
ure of the conirol eJectiuentx8. In the anaJy8i.eof m
trowity below the 8td, it m foand thui a simpb
measure of t?wrolling efectti8 of a cordrolti ~“venby
the sum of a conmkznttimes the rolling moment and a am-’

8tad timexthe yawing moment. Thus a reluiiveweight or
importance is given to the 8emndary yawing monun.t pro-

duced by the rolling conirol. It was concluded thut the
importance of such 8econdarymoment8can be minimized
by alteration of the momd of inertiu of -tLsairplane.
Increasing the yawing mmn.eni of inertia reduces the
e~ectivenm8of a given yawing control in producing either
yawing or roili~ motion. (?hanges of rolling moment
of inertia have M% direct e$ect on edher tlu rolling or
yanoi~ nwtiMproduc& @ a givenrolling-c~rol mameni.

The study of Conditionsabove th? 8tOii indieded thud

sati@dory conirol could not be qwcted withmd 8ome
om%ionto maitiain the damping in roUing and thd aP

dungerou8type of instability wou?o?arise if tlhs damping

were in.su-. The quunt~y L. N,–L, iVv<O was
found to give a good meamre of thti type of indabiJity.

lNTEODUCrION

For some time the N. A. C. A. has been conducting
a program of rewarch on lateral control for the speoMc
purpose of obtaining information that would lead to
improvement of contiol at the 10JVspeeds and high
angles of attack above the stall, a region in which
present conventional ailerons .qe known to be unsatis-
factory. Several series of wind-tunnel investigations
have been completed and an attempt has been made to
ocmpare a number of widely ditlerent lateral-control
devices on the basis of what has been considered their
primary function-the provision of rolliug moment.
Some of the secondary characteristics, such as &e
yawing momenta given by the controls and their effect
on the damping in rolling, were considered but only
by comparing the various values separately. Flight
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testswere then made with the devices that seemed tc
promise the beat lataral control at the stall. Some o~
them did not perform as had been expected from t.lx
wind-tunnel teMs (see reference 1), indicating that the
first approximation, based largely on the roll@
moments given by the devices, was an insutlicient basis
for comparison and that the complete interaction oi
the secondary factors must very likely be considered,

References 2 to 5 describe importmt work that has
been done on the Meral controI of airplanes in botb
normal and stalled flight. Reference 2 gives a general
account of the problem of control of the stalled air-
plane; references 3 and 4 describe investigations of the
lateral control and stability of different biplane types.

The present report contains the remdtaof a study of
control effectiveness made by means of computations
that take into account the seoondary factors including
the yawing moments given by the controls, their effect
on the damping in rolling, the other lateral-stability
derivatives, and the moments of inertia of the airplane.

Two methods of computation rue used. In the bt,
the rolling and yawing motions are computed step by
step for the conditions following a sudden deflection of
the lateral control; in the second method a complete
turn is arbhxu-ily specified and the control moments
and deflections necwsary to perform the maneuver are
found. The fit method is wed to compare the
effectiveness below the stall of various laterahontrol
devices and to invediigata primarily the &ects of
changed stability characteristic above the stall.

The readts of calculations made for normal unstalled
conditions are compared with measurements made in
flight using Merent types of Iateral+ontml devices.
The effeota of certsh changes in the lataral-stability
characteristics below the stall are also studied. The
method used in the study of complete turn maneuvers
has proved to be a very practical way of dealing with
specMc control problems. Here all the stability
characteristics of the airplane are taken into account
but the lengthy and tedious integration of the equations
of motion is avoided by predetermining the actual
movements of the airplane in the form of some desired
maneuver and then finding the manipulation of the
confds that would be necesmry to executi the speci-
fied maneuver. The coordination of the rudder with
different types of ailerons has been studied in this way.

MOTIONFOLLOWINGSUDDENCONTROLAPPLICATION

The method used for cikxdating the motion following
a sudden application of the controls consists of a step-
by-step integration. In most casea the contiol mo-
ments were assumed to be applied constantly through-
out the motion.

Assumptions and syrnbols.-The assumptions USU-

ally made in the study of airplane stability were used
here, including:

1. That the air forces and moments arising from dis-
placements of the airplane, relative to its steady condi-
tion of flight, me proportional to the displacements or
to their rat+s.

2. That the components of moment due to the differ-
ent components of motion are additive (i. e., the rolling
moment due to the combined rolling and sidedipping
may be computed as though the rolling and sidedipping
had occurred separately).

The =ea used in specifying the momenta, angular
velocities, etc., are fied in the airplane and therefore
move reIativaly to the air and to the wth. The X
mis passes through the center of gravity of the airplane
in the plane of symmetry and iEchosen to point direotly
into the line of the relative wind when the rirphme is
Eying steadily. In other respects the axea forin a con- .
ventional trihedral systam, intersecting at the center of
gravity of the airphme, the Z axis pointing downward
in the plane of symmetry and the Y axis pointing along .
the direction of the right wing. The motions disoussed
we those of the moving axea relative to the undis-
turbed air with the exception of the angle of bank,
mhichis measured reIative h the horizontal

The symbols used in the various formulas are defied
Is follows:

UO,velocity along X axis in steady
flight.

o, VEdOCi@of sideslip.
p, angular velocity in rolling.
r, angular velocity in yawing.
P, ~gle of bank.

~=fi~ angle of aideslip.

& angle of control setting.
Y, component of force along Y axis.
L, roiling moment (about X &s).
N, yawing moment (about Zaxis).

aL

~=~, rolling acceleration due h rolling.

aN

~L=~, yawing acceleration due to rolling.z
etc.

~.a C@’t where 0~ is the control rof.ling-
=~ I moment coticient.

{
8A. G@ where On is the control vawing-

a= &.2’ moment coefficient.
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6, wing span.
c, wing chord.
s, wing area.
t, tail length (distance hm c. g. ta

tail post).
mkxs, moment of inertia of airplane about

ink/, mo~%~f inertia of airplane about
z axis.

r, dihedral angle.
A, sweepback angle.

Equations of motion.-The moments acting on the
airplane during its maneuvera are considered to be
divided into two main groups: (1) Those due to the
deflected controls, and (2) those m-king from the mo-
tions of the sirplaue. The motions are usually supposed
to be started by the action of the controls alone but, at
each succeeding instant, to be conditioned by factora
that vary directly in magnitude with the motions or
displacements relative to the air. The effeeta of the
motions are desoribed by quantities known as “resis-
tance,” or “stability,?’ derivatives. The part of a rolling
moment due to rolling motion is calculated by the.-,-

“~” the partial roll@g moment due toexpremion p~7

combined ya&ng and rolling is given by:

It will be found convenient to replace the actual
moments by their corresponding angular aecehyations,
which are proportional to them. Since

bL-
&,=Lp

the component of rolling acceleration due to rollhq
motion is simply

PLP

If the airplane is moving in all its degrees of lateri
freedom with deflected controls, the total acceleration
in rolling is expressed by

(1;

where 6L6is the part of the acceleration due to the con-
trol. Likewise the sum of the components of yawing
acceleration is

~=6Na+-PN,i-TNr -+13NB (2;

The equation for the angle of sideslip contains both thf
centrifugal effeot due to turning and the effect oi
gravity,

(3)

It is to be noted that, when the sngle of sideslip f
was computed, the component ~elerations due to th

idev&e w-r forces (i. e., terms containing 17) were
mgleoted. The most important term here is ~p; a
‘ough estimate shows that its greatest probable eflect
would be negligible for the type of maneuver
nved.gated.

Since the axea ohangea their orientation in the air-
hne with dithrent lift coefficients, they will not be
iirectly in line with the axes of the prinoipal moments
)f inertia. The corrections are small, however, and
lave been negleoted.

Integration of equations,-The equations show that
n order to calculate the acceleration of the motion at
my time, the velocities p, r, and the angle of sideslip @
nust be known. This Imowledge iE, of course, avail-
~ble only when all accelerations before the time in
pxtion are known; an integration is therefore neces-
mry. This integration maybe conveniently performed
)y dividing the time during which the motion occurs
nto very small steps and by wsuming that the velocities
wnain constant over these small intervals. If a
mrticular instant is denoted by the subscript n, the
wcelerations at this instant may be calculated by the
‘Ormdas

d(8 = (6L,).+pn~+rJ,+&LB

(in
() 1

(4)

Zi . = (6iVa)n+PSNp+T.N,+j%NB

1 the preceding time instsnt is denoted by n–l, the
wcelerations at each suoeeeding instant may be cal-
xdated step by step, using the velocities eomputad
rom the previous i&kmt. ‘Thus:

(pn= ~)n_lXA~+PX-I

~n=Pn-I X A~+P.-I

dr
()“= Z .-lxAt+r’-’

~=(’g)n_,xAt+P”-l,

(5)

The righkhaud sides of these equations contain only
quantities known horn the preceding instant. At the
3tart, n= O, all the velocities and angles are taken as
zero, and the accelerations are caused by the control
momenta alone,

I
(6)

A Q-pied example illustrating the step-by-step com-
putation is given in table I.

Comparison of aomputed and measured motions.—
The results of a number of flight tests of the F–22
nirplane equipped with several widely difkrent lateral-

.
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control devices have been used as checks of the com-
putations. These &ts were conducted by gliding the
airplane at various steady speeds and suddenly deflecb
ing the aileron control to its full extent. Instrument
records of the resulting rolling and yawing snguhw
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velocities were made as a measure of the effectiveness of
the various controls. (See references 1 and 6.)

The procedure in these experiments simulated very
closely the conditions assumed in the computations,
although the @t records showed that about 0.15
second was actually required to accomplish the full
deflection of the control, which was assumed to be
instantaneous in the computations. In the com-
parisons included, this discrepancy was eliminated by
appropriate shifts of the time scale6.

The flight tests were intended to supplement a
program of tests made in the 7-by 10-foot wind tunnel

Dfa series of laterakontrol devices (reference 7). The
wind-tunnel program included expedients to deter-
mine several important lateral-stability charncteristios
w well as the static rolling and yawing moments
produced by the control devices; the results of these
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qerimenti furnished the necessary bash for repro-
ducing the conditions of the flights in the comput~
ions. The quantities needed in the computations,
ncluding the resistance derivatives, were determined
kom the lmown dimensions of the F–22 airplane by
he methods given in appendix I.

When computid motions and flight records were
irst compared, it was found that in many cams the
nitial accelerations in roll predicted from the rolling
noments obtained in the wind tunnel were larger than
;hose shown by the motions recorded in flight. Thus,
he fdl value of the rollingimoment measured on the
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models was apparently not realized in flight. Exami-
nation showed this lack of agreement to be especially
apparent in the caseaof devices that would be expected
to exert the greatest twisting effect on the wings and,
since appreciable twisting of the actual wings had been
observed in full-scale wind-tunnel experiments, the
discrepancy was attributed to this effect. Calculation
showed that in the most extreme case (that of ordinary
narrow-chord ailerons) a linearly distributed angle of
twist reaching 1.7° at the wing tip would account for
the observed difference and that the rolling-moment
coefficient would be reduced born 0.066 to 0.043. In
this case the flight test was made at a dynamic pressure
of 9 pounds per square foot. With this fit correction
as a basis, a general correction formula was used in
which the reduction in rolling moment was given as a
proportion of the dynamic pressure and the change in
section pitching-moment coefficient prcduced by de-
flecting the controls.

~l?igurea 1 and 2 show the rolling and yawing motions
of the F-22 equipped with long, narrow ailerons. This
particular airplane was also equipped with flaps that re-
tracted into the wing ahead of the ailerons. (See refer-
ence 6.) Figure 1 illustrates the effect attributed to
twisting of the wings. The higher curve was obtained
when a value of the rolling-moment coefficient based
on rLwind-tunnel test of a solid wooden model was used.
The yawing angular velocity curves showed remarkably
good agreement in these two cases, especially as regards
the period of the oscillation of this motion.

The comparison of the yawing curves in figures 3
and 4 is not so favorable aa in the former cases. In
figure 3 it appears that the yawing-moment coefficient
as computed &m the wind-tunnel da~ was slightly
greater than that recorded. In this case the control
moment coefficients used in the computations were
obtained from full-scale wind-tonrml tests of the actual
airplane; hence no correction for wing twist was ap-
plied. The curves of figure 4 apply to a modified
F-22 airplane equipped with retractable ailerons. It
is possible that this control device, which is similm
to a spoiler, has some-effect on the yawing moment due
to rolling. The disagreement in the yawing curve9
would seem ta indicate that too large a negative value
was assumed in the computations.

The curves of computed rolling motion show no
consistent dimgreements with the curves plotted from
the flight measurements, the differences being of oppo-
site sign in several casea. It seems probable that these
comparisons represent the general accuracy obtainable
either in the experiments or in the calculations.

COMPUTATIONS~OEAVERAGEAIRPLANEINUNSTALLEDFI.lGHT

The results of the flight experiments with the F–22
airplane were not suitable for direct comparisons of the
effectiveness of the various controls used because the
airplane was modiiied considerably during the progress
of the experiments (see references 1 and” 6) so that

diilerent sets of stability derivatives and moments of
inertia had to be used in the computations to represent
the different individual tests. In order to secure data
of more genaral signiikmce and to make a more system-
atic investigation of control effectiveness than was
possible in the flight experiments, it was thought
desirable to make a series of computations based on a
standard set of airplane characteristics, including
standard resistance derivatives and moments of inertia.
At the same time it was desired to retain the basic
dimensions of the F–22 machine so that there would
be at least a partial check with the fl.ightitestwork at
all times.

Speoiiications of average airplane.-With these
considerations in mind the spetications of an arbitrary
standard airplane were devised. The weight and the
wing area and span of the F-22 airplane were retained
but, since other dimensions were obtained from statis-
tical average++ the machine was called an “average
airpkme.” These statistical averages were obtained
by studying the specifications of a number of conven-
tional airplanca of diflerent sizes, weights, and types.
Data from 20 to 40 airplanes were used for the deter-
mination of average values of the following charac-
teristic:

1. The ratio of the total iin and rudder area to
the wing area.

2. The ratio of the tail length & e., distance
tim c. g. of airplane to the tail post) to the
* Wm.

3. The ratios of thO radii of gyration in rolling
and yawing to the wing span.

The momenta of inertia were obtied from data listed .
in reference 8. That the characteristics thus obtained
did not diiler appreciably from those of the F-22 is
shown by the fofi&ing ~ble:

wOfght ------- ----. -.––-–---- . . . ..----. -m~-w~~..-..-...----------. -.---------. -..-...bL.
Wfng ~--- . . ..--. -------.. - . . ..---...mmfeaL.
Area of Pmond mdti._.---- . . . . ..----_ -.-- . . ..d&.
‘Ml hmgtk —_--. -. . . . ..------.. -.-. -----------ma
mt --.-– ..–-------.- . . ..---- .--. -..-- –------—..

2

tizl--...-.__-–_ –_--...-._. -–_-....._------T-

m of

IChaotdd 0-~ ~-n *.= tdsth of

Pf#&’t$pg =

1,m-~ mo 1,em
W 328

161- 172 1:
10.1 10.8
14.5 14.6

me-l, &54 L 216

Lf&I1-2118 I L7C0

Computations based on a purely dimensionless aver-
age airplane were considered, but it was thought that
the resulti would have a more concrete meaning if they
were presented in terms of an airplane of particular ‘
size, mpecisdly since they ceuld then be directly cem-
pared with the flight results.

Unstalled-flight computations.-Most of the lateral-
control devices tcstad in the wind tunnel did not cause
any change in the stability derivatives of the wings
(spoiler devicw area notable exception). In such cases
the sole ‘affect of the control in producing motions can
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ba attributed to the static rolling and yawing moments
produced; consequently, a large claw of devices could
be investigated, in effect, by extending ccmputatiom
over a suitable range of combinations of static rolling
and ywmingmomenti.

On account of the linearity of the equations of motion
it was possible to calculate the effects of yawing moments
and rolling moments separately ud later to add them
in any desired proportion. Thus, at each of the three
lift coefficients two computations were made, one k
determine the motion due to a yawing moment amdthe
other to determine the motion due to a rolling moment.
The following table lists the values of the coefficients
that were used:

CL: 0.35; 1.0; and 1.8 (20 percent c split flaps, full
span) .

on: 0.01 and O.
C, :0 and 0.04.

In these cases the dihedral angle assumed for the aver-
age airplane wa9 1°. Several additional computations
were made to investigate the effect of variation of this
factor, assuming angles of 5° and 9°.

Stabili~ derivatives of average airplane.-The sta-
bility derivatives used in these computations were
obtained by methods described in appendix I and are
given in the following table; in the calculation the aver-
age airplane was assumed to have rounded-tip wingE
with 10 dihedral.

I L, ~ LB N, N. Np I
cL-036. .._- . . . . ..-...-

1CruisingSp?ed.- . . . . . . . . . -h 44 L 11 -216 -a 207 -a 913 5.52
UOE160feetP.?Ieemnd. . ..-
CL=l,O..... ...............

%’%?~=--~~--~

-3.= I.SS -LH -.m -.~ .~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1Wf%% R&G-c;:
-246 25, -1. ea –. Slo –. 9?7 L 46

Results of below-stall computations.-The results
of the series of computations for the condition below
the stall are shown in iigurea 5 to 9. Calculated ex-
amples of the complete motion are given in figures 5
and 6, which show the rates of rolling and yawing and
the angles of bank and sides.lip plotted against time
for the different flight speeds.

It was thought that the amount of motion produced
in 1 second would be Greasonable measure of the con-
trol effectiveness. As previously mentioned, the mo-
tion produced by a given ynwing moment can be added
to that produced by a given rolling moment to get the
simultaneous effect of both. Thus the formulas for
the motion produced in 1 second by any combination
of rolling and yawing moments are

RODUCING MOTION OF AN A&PL.4NE

*’P1=cl&cnbcn

w=olg,+cn~=

rl=cl$pn~
)

/%=cl:+,+Cng;

‘here%%% ?etc., are parameters

471

(7)

that depend on

the speed of flight and the stability characteristics of
the airplane. These parameters are shown plotted
agsinst lift coefficient (as a measure of the ilight speed)
in iigures 7 and 8 and represent the principal results
of the series of computations for unstalled fight.

Discussion of below-stall oompntations.-The factors
shown in iigures 7 and 8 may be used to compare the
effectiveness of various lataak.ontrol devices on the
bask of the motions and displacements they would
produce on a 1,600-pound airplane of average stabikty
characteristics. By .@owing the effect of secondary
control moments in producing motion of the airplane,
they give a measure of the relative weight to be as-
&ned such secondary moments in comparing dithrent
devices. These factma will, of course, be somewhat
ditFerentfor airplanes of diilerent stability character-
istics and the relative effects of secondary control mo-
ments will be expected to be somewhat di&rent also.
The average airplane is simply a convenient yardstick
[n this respect.

If the factmp given in figures 7 md 8 are used as
~bsolute measure-sof the amount of motion produced
in 1 second (aside from their use simply in comparing
various control devices), a greater error will be com-
mitted in applying them to airplanes of different size
than in applying them to airplanes of somewhat differ-
mt stabili@ characteristics. Reference 9 gives the
necessary rules for correctly applying the present data
h airplanes of any size or weight in which certain
~efiniteaspects of similarity are preserved. The theory
requires that the airplanes be geometrically similar
ihihough they may have diiferent densities. Practi-
XLUy,this reqn?rement necmsitatm that the outward
forms of the airphmes be similar and that the ratios
]f the radii of gyration about each sxis to the wing
3pan be the same. The motions of the d.Werentsized
L@lsms are compared at equal values of the lift co-
ficient. With equal values of the wing loading the
regular velocities are inversely proportional to the
3pans: Thus,

130(302+7-s1
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$-%’=#i
and (8)

With similar airplanes of different wing loadingB the
state of motion existing at a given time for one will
generally pertain to a d.iilerent instant for smother,
which is also true of an airplane of the same size and
loading but flying in air of ditlerent density. Given
the motion of the rtverage airplane at 1 second, the
instant to which this state of motion (as indic~d by

FIGURE7.—Parometm forcomputingdfspbmmmtof ammo efmhe atendof 1
s@Jnd wftb varfena cmmbfnatfenaof mlllng and yawfng moments.

thevalue of &b/2DO)pertains on a similar airplane may
be found from:

-~ Un

(9)

PlotB representing the motion of an airplane in non-
dimensional terms have as abscissa

quo
--Yt

and as ordinate
pb

2 Uo
or

S;b

%
etc.

In the case of the average airplane the-influence of
moderate dihedral on the lateral controllability below
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the stall was small, as is shown in figure 9. If, however,
a large dihedral effect is combined with considerable
adverse yawing tendency from the ailerons, the lateral
control may become ineffective. This condition is
most likely to occur at low speeds with flaps deflected
because under these conditions the wings show their
greatest tendency to roII when yawed (dihedral effect)
and because the tieron yawing moment is usually
greatest at high lift coefficient. Figure 9 showa that
with a dihedral angle of 9° amd an adverse yawing
moment of one-fourth of the rolling moment, the aver-
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age airplane actually revemed its normal roll, rolling
against the ailerons less than 2 seconds after they were
applied. The magnitude of the tendency for a given
adveme yawing moment to render the lateral control
ineffective depends to some extent on all the stability
chmacteristics of the airplane but principally on the
ratio of rolling to yawing moments in sidealip, i. e., on
‘Olld~ For the various cases depicted in @ore 9
ml”
th&e “ratioswere:

Large values of this ratio decrease the aileron control
effe~tiveness if the secondaxy yawing moments are ad-

T7me,sectmds

FxauxE9,—Effect of dlhedraf mmbhd with ad- mw@ mo~t on m~
conhml. FInP2down; CLEE3;OI=WM ;C.-—IML

verse but will tend to increase it if they are favorable.
Tho curves of rolling motion given in figures 1to 5show

that the rate of rolling rises quickly at the start on ac-
count of the relatively great rolling moment but soon
becomes almost steady. This steady rate is attained in
about 0.3 second at high speed and occurs when the h
damping of the rolling motion is large enough to over-
come the control moment. Obviously the lateral
moment of inertia (mkx2) crmnot have much influence
on this portion of the curve since the airplane is not
accelerating appreciably, and its effect will be shown
mainly on the starting slope of the curve. (see fig. lo.)
It maybe seen that the area under the curve at, say, 1
second would not be appreciably affected by changes in
thk slope; hence the angle of bank rmched in 1 second
would not be much affected by the moment of inertia
in rolling, This fact has been borne out by tlight ex-

perimentsmade by the N. A. C. A. in which the test
dots were unable to detect with certainty the effects
)f changes in rolling moment of inertia of as high aa 50
mrcent. (%0 also reference 10.)

The yawing-motion curves indicate a diiferent
]henomenon. Here the damping is relatively small
md the effects of moment of inertia in yaw are fairly
arge. Thus it appears that the magnitude of the
wdder moments should be accommodated to the air-
dane moment of inertia, while the principal ccmsidera-
iion detmnining the rolling-control moments should
)e the airdamping factor.

Since the amount of yawing motion produced by a
$ven yawing moment is primarily governed by the
moment of inertia in this motion, it appears that the
mfavorable influence of secondary aileron yawing
moments could be effectively reduced by increasing
thismoment of inertia. Furthermore, since the direct
3ffcct of roll moment of inertia on the rolling motion is
~pparently slight, it is possible that increasing mkZ2by
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distributing weight along the wing span would actually
increasethe aileron effectiveness if considerable adverse
yawing moment wore present.

COMPUTATIONSPOESTALLHIFLIGHT

Experiments with lateral control at anglm of attnck
above the stall having been made both in the flight and
the wind-tunnel research projecti, it was desired to
intend the present investigation to cover this condi-
tion also. Accordingly, a study of tha results of both
seriesof tests was made with the object of determining
whether the conditions encountered in practice could
be reproduced in theory. .

Unfor@nately, the wind-tunnel experiments showed
that no certain determination of the factors (resistance
derivatives) involved in the motion of a stalled airplane
waspossible. On the other hand, the flight experiments
indicated that these factors apparently had no definite
values (according to their usual definition), inasmuch
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as the action of the airplane could not be foretold
from one experiment to the next. For example, th(
outcome of a simple aileron movement might in om
instance be a roll in the direction urged by the qcmtrol
whereas at another time, under practically the sam
conditions, the roll would be the reverse of that in.
tended.

Stability derivatives above stalling angles.-Th~
reasons for the apparently contradictory results of th[
fight tests may be found in the wind-tunnel measure
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ments of the stability characteristics made at these
high angles; these measurements show that motions
of the wings may develop unstable moments, which
cdd quickly overpower static rolling or yawing mo-
ments given by the controls. -Figure 11 shows typical
measurements of coefficients by- which these quantities
are determined. These cw%s ‘show that the rolling
moment due to sideslip of a straight &g increases
enormously as the stall is approached, reaching values
7 or 8 times as great as those at medium angles below
stalling. Under the same &nditions the damping

moment in rolling changes sign and becomes an
“aiding” (autorotational) moment.

Obviously many of the assumptions of the method m
used in investigating unstrdled-flight phenomena ore
not true in the case of stalled flight. In particular, tho
assumed independence of small longitudinal and lateral
motions, which is supported by both experience and
reason for the ordinary-flight range, cannot be said to
hold under these new conditions because the values of
the derivatives change very rapidly with small changes
of longitudhal attitude (angle of attack). The assump-
tion that the components of a moment arising from
di.flerentsources maybe added togethor aa though their
causes occurred separatdy is apparently borne out only
in the abstract sense of representing the cwerage
condition.

k spite of these lir@trdions of the method, it was
considered feasible to extend the computations to the
condition of stalled flight in the study of the general
conditions encountered in controlling such flight,
although the results of the computations made for
these conditions do not have the same significance M
those made for conditions below the stall. The former
results gave quantitative estimates of the amount of
motion produced by given control moments; the exten-
sion of the computations to stalled flight will only
illustrate the various phenomena that may result from
the conditions predicted by the wind-tunnel experi-
ments.

Experience in attempting controlled flight above tho
stall has shown that the possibility of controlling such
tlight depends as much on the natural stibility char-
acteristics of the airphme as on the possibility of
securing adequate controlling moments. Because of
this fact the present computations were mado primarily
to investigate the effects of changed stability character-
istics (derivatives). Another important reason for
choosing various combinations of stability derivotivcs
is the fact that no very definite values can be assigned
to them for a particular lift coefficient, as was possible
in the unstalled-flight range.

For these reasons the investigation of controllability
above the stall is necessarily presented in a manner
diilerent from that used in the cases of ordinary flight,
The wind-tunnel measurementswere studied to find the
approximate variation of the re-shtancederivatives over
wrange of angles of attack definitely above the stall,
chosen to include the region of most violent instability.
The particular lift coefiitient assumed was necessmily
wmewhat loosely defined (CL= 1.2); it was so taken
b represent extreme stalling as well as intermediate
conditions. The calculation of the stability derivatives
~tthese angles is given in appendix I.

In the variation of the stability characteristics to
&e account of the range of potible conditions, the
fleets of the parts of the airplane other than the wings
rem not considered. The wing characteristics which
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show the greatest variation in this region and which
apparently have the greatest tiect on the stability are:

1. The damping in rolling, -_&.
2. The rolling reaction due to sideslip, Ld.
3. The yawing reaction due to rolling, NP.

Accordingly, three values for each of these were chosen,
covering the r~ge shown by the wind-tunnel data and
representing two extremes and one mean condition.
These values were designated a, b, and c and are listed
in table H.

TABLE 11.—VALUES OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES
USED ABOVE STALL

In each cam it will be noted that letter c denotes the
most extreme condition likely to be encountered.
Condition a may be fairly am.umed to apply only to
cases where some provision is made to prevent the
wing tips from stalling, which may be rwcompliahedby
washout or twist or by means of some such device as
tip slots. (See appendix I for determination of these
derivatives.)

The computations were made to cover more than a
dozen different combinations of thwe values of the
derivatives in conjunction with % given ilxed pair of
control rolling and yawing moments. These arbitrary
controlling momenti were chosen to represent rolling-
and yawing-moment coefficients somewhat greater than
those obtained with ordinary ailerons but which might
be attained in practice with rather large ailerons, espe-
cially those of the short, wide type described in refer-
ence 7, I. As in the previous computations (below
stall), the sign of the standard yawing-moment coefE-
cient was alternated, giving the effect of favorable and
adverse, as well as zero, secondary yawing moment.

Range of investigation of stalled flight.-Since in
these computations the plan was to study the po&
Wi@ oj umtrol rather than ta obtain any numeriwd
mensure of control effectiveness, the procedure of the
computations ma sometimes varied in such a way as to
represent attempts of the control to check motions of
the airplane as well as ta start them. In some cases
the motion was assumed to be due to some external
cause and to exist at the start of the computations,
while in other cases the initial setting of the control
was reversed after a short interval in an attempt to
check the motion it had already produced. The effectsof
both favorable and adveme yaw were tried in these cases.

Results of computations,-l?igure 12 shows rolling
motions resulting from suddenly applied and continu-
ously maintained aileron deflections giving a rolling-
moment coefficiaut of 0.04 and an adverse yawing-

moment coefficient of –0.02. The diilerent angular-
veloci@- curvw are the regults of resuming different
combinations of the stabili~ derivatives listed in
table Il. In accordance with the plan of table II, the
fit letter in each symbol designation attached to the
curves indicates the value of the damping factor LP
used; the second, the value of LB; and the last, NP.

These curves appear to repr=ent the same erratic
phenomena as were observed in the flight experiments.
It will be noted that in some instances the direction of
motion of the airplane after a short interval was the
reverse of that urged by the rolling control, while in
other instkmces it rolled with increasing acceleration
in the direction urged. Either of these phenomena
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occurred within the predictable range of the stability
derivatives.

The eilects of smaller control rolling and yawing
moments may be visualized simply by reducing the
scales of the motions. Thus in figure 12 the motions
calculated for Cl=O.02 and C.= —0.01 would be just
half those plotted.

l?ignre 13 shows the results of attempts to check aQ
initial disturbance in rolling with both favorable- and
adverse-yaw ailerons. The failure of the adverse-yaw
ailerons is due mainly to the yawed attitude they pro-
duce, although the actual yawing motion accounh for
an appreciable effect. Figure 14 tiers from figure 13
in that it includes also conditions in which the initial
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motion countered by the ailerons w-as assumed to be
due to the action of the control rather than to an exter-
nal disturbance in rolling. Here the ailerons were
called upon to check whatever yawing motion they had
previously produced. In this case it will be noted that
the favorable-yaw ailerons encountered dii3iculty be-
cause it was hard to recover from the initial motion
they had produced.

l?igure 15 shows the effect of a delay in attempting to
recover from rolling and yawing motion. Because of
the instability of the airplane, the motion could not be
decked even though the yawing moment of the sderons
was favorable. Thus, for the particular case illustrated,
a delay of 0.1 second in reversing the control changed
the action from one in which the airplane followed the
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control to one in which it continued to roll against it.
Discussion in terms of stability derivatives.-The

motion of the average airplane in stalled flight is
apparently governed more by its natural tendencies
than by the applied control moments, a condition
illustrated by the curves previously described which
showed that the airplane developed tendencies that
were uncontrollable in some instances. When using the
step-by-step method, it was found convenient to
tabulate each separate component of the rolling and
yawing accelerations due to the stability factors as
well as the components of motion. (See table I.) b
this way a complete history of the contribution of each
factor was obtained, thus enabling a study of the con-
trollability in terms of the stabili@ derivatives.

Undoubtedly the most important single factor con-
tributing to the uncontrollable instability above the

stallisthe loss of the dampiug in rolling. Below the
stall this damping is the most powerful constraint of the
airplane, and the effects produced by its sudden drop
to zero or to a negative value exert a greatinfluence on
the behavior of the machine. Apparently no airplane
can be considered safely controllable above the stall
if the autorotational tendencies observed in wind-
tunnel tests of plain wings are retained.

During a roll maneuver in stalled flight there may be,
in addition to the control moment, certain other factors
that tend to accelerate the rolling. Them factors arise
because the rolling motion by {%d.f usually tends
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induce a favorable yawing action above the stall.
Thus when the right wing is dropping, its added drag
causes a yaw to the right, retarding the wing tip and
causing a loss of lift due to decreased speed and tending
to aggravate the dropping of the wing. The factors
that directly oppose these rolling and yawing motions
by damping tend to check this sequence if they are
present. The tit two effectij which aid the angular
motion indirectly, relata to L, and iVP,proportional,
respectively, to the rolling moment due to yawing and
the yawing moment due to rolling. Evidently if these
moments overcome the direct damping tendencies,
the angular motion will tend to accelerate of its own
~ccord or will diverge. Suppose for the moment that
these opposing tendencies just balance each other,
that is,

pLP-FrLr=O ]

pivp+rlvr=o 1 (lo)
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Incamuch w p and r are simultxmeous, there will
exist a relation between the derivatives that is inde-
pendent of p and r; i.e.,

LJV,-L,NP=O (11)

If this sum is zero, L, and iVflare sticiently large to
equilibrate the stabilizing damping terms; and, if it is
negative, any combined rolling and yawing motion will
tend to diverge with increasing acceleration even though
the direct clampingsare present. The relation between
this criterion rmd the behavior of the airplane in lateral
motions above the stall is shown in table III, which
gives values for the cues shown in figures 12 to 16.
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It will be noted that the curves of iigure 12 which
indicate the greatest tendency toward continued rolling
in the direction started correspond to the greatest
negative valuea of LJ7,-L,NP. In the curves shown,
the rolling control was assumed to give an adverse
yawing moment that served to oppose the tendency
toward divergence indicated by negative values of this
criterion. If a rolling moment with no secondary
yawing moment had been assumed in these cmes, d
curve would have shown an increasing acceleration in
rolling greater than that given by the control and ac-

cording to the magnitude of the tendency exhibited by
the value of the criterion, as shown in figure 16. After
a deiinite interval this tendency would have exceeded
the power of the controIs, and recovery would have been
impossible.

Below the stall this criterion appeara to be in every
case positive, indicating stability. Relatively large
positive valuea indicate relatively great damping of
combined rolling tmd yawing motion.

The foregoing considerations do not take account of
any sideslipping effects. These considerations, when
combined with the factors determining the sideslipping
tendency, give a more complete idea of the controlla-
bility characteristics of the airplane at high anglea of
attack and in stalled @ht.
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It may be shown that the question of whether the
airplane tends to sidealip inward or outward at the
begiming of a rolling motion depends on the msgni-
tude of iV2compared with g/tTo. & rolling commences
from level flight the yawing tendency due to the rolling
(which is usually positive above the stall) causes the
downgoing wing to be dragged back, creating an outi
ward siddipping tendency. This tendency ia opposed
by the action of gravi~ when the plane is banked,
tending to produce ‘inward side&p. The condition
that the outward and inward accelerations cancel is
that

. rUo=gq (12)
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assuming sin p equal to P. The angukw acceleration k
yavr@ requisite to this condition is

ar.~
%–Uop (13:

In a rolliqg disturbance the yawing angular accelera
tion will be due only to N,, or:

(14:

Hence the condition that a rolling disturbance from
level flighb result in neither outward nor inward side-
slipping is that

ND= & (15;

and the relative magnitudes of these quantities may b(
taken as an indication of the resultant tendency.

The airplane may diverge in the combined rolling
and yawing motion previously discussed without side
slipping although such will not generally be the case.
Near stalling angles the magnitude of the dihedrai
effect of the wings inoreases enormously (especially it
the actual dihedral angle is small) and, if the tendency
of the airplane is to sideslip outward while rolling and
turning, any divergence in the rolling and yawing mo-
tion @dicated by negative LJV,-LJVJ will be greatly
aggravated. The question of whether the dihedral
effect will increase the instability is determined by the
sign of the quantity (Np—g/UO). The magnitude of
the effect of the sideslipping tendency thus determined
obviously depends on the stabili~ derivatives in side
slip Lp and N~ or, more conveniently, on LB/Ne. The
values of NP computed for the stalled-flight conditiom
b and c were considerably larger than g/UO,indicathg
that the natural tendency would be toward outward
sideslip during a lateral maneuver. In such cases N6
would exert a stabilizing influenm, tending to straighten
out the skid. The values of these sideslippingcriterions
for the cases shown in figures 12 to 16 are given in
table HI.

TABLE III.-CONTROLLABILITY CRITERIONSFOR
CASESSHOW IN FIGURES 12 TO 16
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Possible modhications of characteristics to improve
stability above the stall.-of the factors influencing

the lateral controllability, the stability characteristics
that depend on the moments developed by the wings
appear to be most important, since it is to be espected
that they will be changed most by stalling. In addi-
tion to the damping in rolling, the wing moment
characteristics that show marked change at the stalling
point and contribute to the instability are L,, LO,nnd
N,. The factor L,, proportional to the rolling moment
due to yawing, depends on the lift coefficient and on
the spanwise distribution of lift. Obviously, the
grater the lever arm of the supporting lift, the grenter
L, will be and, since it is desired to make L, smnller,
tapering the wings or shortening their span should
help. The factor LBat normal angles of attack depends
also on this spantie lever arm of the lift and on the
dihedral angle. At stalling angles different tip shapes
have considerable effect and the relation between the
dihedral angle and the rolling moment reveres, the
greatest moment being shown by the straight wing
with square or upturned tips. (See fig. 11.) Here
also, shortening the span and tapering the wing should
improve conditions. The use of a moderate dihedrul
augle appeam desirable in the stalled condition. The
other wing charactetitic, NV, would be favorably
affected by shortening the span of the wings. Here
its magnitude depends mainly on the rate of immense
of the proiile drag of the wings and on the effective
arm of the increase. If no damping in rolling (LJ
is present, there will be no induced NP but in this cnse
the slope of the wing proiile&ag curve is rdmost cer-
tain to be very great, more than accounting for tho
induced effect. (See appendix I.) Taper or washout
of the wings should help this situation. The provision
of damping in rolling calls for keeping the wing tips
from stalling; this requirement is compatible with all
the othem mentioned except that for small L,. The
desirability of maintaining the damping, however, far
outweighs this consideration.

h the consideration of modifications of wing design
to improve the controllabili@- at high angles, it is
important to take account of the premature tip-stalling
phenomena exhibited by tapered wings. As was
pointed out in the previous discussion, reducing the
lift and the slope of the drag curve near the tips would
lead to improved conditions. If this improvement is
effected simply by tapering the wings, however, the
net result may be detrimental to controllability on
wunt of the premature loss of roll damping due to
the stalling of the tips. In the case of any wing with
m extreme reduction of chord, the downvmih distrib-
utes itself in such a manner as to tend to maintain a
more uniform distribution of the actual lift, so that the
lift coefficient, and hence the effective angle of attack,
of the reduced-obord sections is greater than at other
sections. Preseurdktribution tests show that the
tipportions of a 5:1 tapered wing reach their maximum
Mt coeilicients at angles as much as 5° below the
x%Jlingangle of the center portions of the wing. Thus,
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tapering the wings cannot be expecte~ ,to ‘improve the
controllability at low speeds unless the taper is ac-
companied by some washout, or unless other provision
is made to prevent the tips from stalling.

It may be inferred from the foregoh+g discussions
that the effects of high aspect ratio will be detrimental
to controllability and stability above the stall. It is
easily seen how the unstable tendencies of the wings
would be more unfavorable to controllability if the
wings were of large span. If the span is large in pro-
portion to the lever arm of the rudder control, the wings
may easily develop yawing tendencies that will com-
pletely overpower the rudder momonts. Furthermore,
since rapid ymvin.g motion induces a rolling moment
through L,, itisimportant to provide a lmge damping
in yawing as an indirect check on the rolling as well as
on the ymving motiom. Thus it appears that consid-
erable tail length and h area are desirable to increase
both N, and NP. Inasmuch m there ordinarily exists
n great disproportion between the clampings in rolling
and yawing below the stall, it is probable that fairly
large increases in N, would be permissible without
causing undesirable stifhws of the rudder control at
high speeds. Increasing Np by using larger vertical
tail surfaces is especially desirable because in that way
the available rudder control is increased. Data on
conventional airplanes show that the rudders used
produce the weakest of the three controlling moments;
their maximum moment is often smaller than the sec-
ondary yawing moment of the ailerons, yet the rudder
deds with the largest moment of inertia of the airplane
and should be the most effective control in checking
the unstable yawing tendencies of the wings (as, for
instance, in spinning). It appears that considerable
improvement in these characteristics could be effected
by enlarging the fin surface of conventional machines.
If the incremed rudder control is found to be undesir-
able at high speed because of too great sensitiveness, a
corresponding increase in N,, the damping in yawing,
should remedy this trouble and still further improve
the controllability at high angles. Thus if the tail is
made longer as the vertical surface is increased, the
control characteristics at high speed should not be
urdavombly affected. It appears unlikely, however,
that such improvements odd result in the retention O(
satisfactory control above the stall if the autgrotational
tendencies shown by ordinary wings in wind-tunnel
experiments are developed.

TURNMANEUVERS

The foregoing computations were designed to repre-
sent the procedure employed in a particular type o~
&~ht test to compare the efficiency of various control
devices purely on the basis of their independent action
in producing roll. Another type of flight test, qualita-
tive in nature, consisted of performing normal turn

13600Q-37-2

maneuvers with the airplane,using the devicein con-

@nction with the other controls and obser~ the
unount of coordination that -wasrequired.

The first type of computation together with the flight
tests sliowed that the roll-producing effectiveness of
some devices would be influenced by the occurrence of
~onsiderableincidental sideslipping, much of the appar-
mt improvement due to favorable secondwy yaw
being obtained by the producti~n of outward side-
Jipping.

Since it was not known in any quantitative way how
the presence of this sideslipping tendency due to the
wcondsry aileron moments would aflect the controlla-
bility in making actual turn maneuvers, it was decided
bo make an analysis of them conditions, representing
malytically = nearly as possible the second st~meof the
Mght trots.

EXPLANATIONOF METHOD OF COMPD’l!AfiONS

In certaininstanceain the former computations a

3implesortof controlledmaneuvar was used in which

m initialdeflectionof the aileronswas reversed,repre-

3entiug an attempt to check a motion previously

producedby them. (See fig. 13.) It was realized that
m extension of this procedure could be applied to the
present problem by means of step-by-step integrations
of the motion due to any arbitrarily speciiled way of
FLpplyingthe controls. This adaptation of the former
method would have required a Imowledge of the control
manipulations necessary to perform a normal turn, as
well ss lengthy step-by-step calculations. For these
reasonsit was considered more feasible to predetermine
the actual motion of the airplane than to 6X on an
arbitrary way of applying the controls. Furtherniore
it seenied reasonable to presume that the pilot of an
airplane would conform his use of the controls to suit
~ desired maneuver, rather than to prescribe before-
hand his use of the control and accept whatever motion
of the airplane followed. He would then judge the
effectiveness of the control by the way it had to be used
to obtain a desired result.

As the outcome of these considerations, the problem
of investigating turn maneuvers premnted itself in a
way inverse to the previous problems. Here the motion
of the airplane was given &d the requisite use of the
controls waa sought. Previously the airplane motions
had been determined from the controlling accelerations
by integration, whereas here the accelerations incident
to a given motion were to be detqmined; thus the
process would simply be rLd.ifhentiation.

Periodic or trigonometric functions of the time
naturally suggested themselves for the representation
of the angular velocities and displmements during a
turn maneuver. By the use of trigonometric functions
of the time, any conceivable maneuver of the airplane
that begins and ends in level fright may be speciiied:
that is, any given manner of varying the attitude or
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angular velocity of the airplane”during a given interval
may be described by a formula such is

py or p,. or . . .“eim.
‘ =Al sin nt+AS sin 27Lt+As sin 3nt+ete. (16;

By a suitable choice of n the maneuver maybe made tc
extend over as long or as short a time as desired.

In the present case it was @ended that the airplane
roll up to a moderate angle of bank, starting with the
wings level, and check its rate of rolling so as to main-
tain this bank angle steadily, then roll back to the
level condition after a deiinite time interval. Through-
out this interval the airplane was to be yawing appro-
priately while banking and in the correct amount t.a
prevent rndesl.ippingduring every part of the maneu-
ver. Thus the turn was to be “perfect” in that no
sideslip was permitted and the coordination of the
lateraI controls (ailerons Wd rudder) necessa~ to
accomplish such a maneuver yas to be studied.

A few trials in plotting cobine curves against time
showed that the expression

“P= –Al cm nt-fi Al cos 2nt+constant (17)

would represent a bank that asmum%ia steady angle at
the midpoint of the maneuver, starting with zero at
the time t=O and btiming zero again at t=irln.
-g for th~ bank tci bemme steady at the mid-
point of the marieuver and choosing nf so as not to
coincide with the natural period of the free motions of
the airplane obkiaiwd the possibility of any reinforced
oscillation phenomena during the maneuver. The
form of the curve of bank angle against time plotted to
this formula is shown in figure 17.

In order to attain the specified bank at every instant,
a deiinite rati of rolling is iequired at all times, which
is obviously found by cliilerentiatig the bank equation;
thus

&_
P=~t –ti~ Sin.nti-zn~A, sin 2nt (18)

In order for the airplane ta turn without sideslipping,
there must be a coordination between the banking and
yawing at all ti.ms. ~~g outward and inward accelera-
tions must cancel, that +:

..’
rue=g sin p (19)

(See equation (12).)
This equation enables the calculation of r from p,
assuming the con&ion that

(20)

is satisfied. The curve of yawing -angular velocity
plotted against time is thus very similarin shape to the
bank-single c~q reaching a steady value at its mid-
point.

The specification of the angular velocities and angles
of the airplane in the foregoing manner is anrdogous to
the specification of constraints of the motion. The
total accelerations necessary to constrain the airplane
to the specifiedmotions are calculated by difhentiating
the expressions for the an.dar velocities, p and r.

(See equations(17) and (18).)

drg

z-p Cosp (22)

These accehmations are not tihed rdtogether by
the controls but h~ve components due to the air reac-
tions on the moving airplane. The air reactions are
calculated from the resistance derivatives and, when
deducted from the total accelerations, give the com-
ponents necessarily supplied by the deflected controls.
Thus the acceleration supplied by the rolling control
will be

6L,a&PG-rL, (23)

Ifthe applicationofrollingcontrolisaccompanied by a

3econdmy (adverseor favorable)yawing moment, the

ruddercontrolwillhave to accommodate thismoment

BS well as the residualaccelerationof tho yawing

motion. This secondary yawing moment may be
~onsideredto be a function of the rolling moment and
ks acceleration written asj(3LJ; then

,.
dr

W=a-pivp- TN,+ (aLx) (24)

Equation (24) gives the amount of rudder coordination
oecesswy with a given aileron-control device. The
rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients corresponding
to these accelerations may be calculated by known
meansfrom the speed of flight and the airplane dimen-
sions.

In the derivation of the equations for the turn
maneuversno account was taken of the pitohing motion
involved. Obviously if a bmdmd airplane is turning
without loss of altitude there will be a component of
pitching involved in the motion. h was esplained in
the description of the step-by-step method of computa-
tion the pitching motion may be considered separably
md independently of the latend motions since the air-
@ne is symmetrical about the plane in which pitching
mm-ma. Presumably, the only ways in which pitching
motions carI influence the lateral motions are by a
hinge of speed or attitude introducing changes in the
.aterabtability derivatives or by .~oscopic couples.
[n the case of a prescribed turn maneuver the maximum
~oscopic couple maybe estimated in advance and the
dative importance of its effect maybe foreseen. The
)ther secondmy influence may bo partly accounted for
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by assuming a certain increased speed throughout the
turn. Either the air speed or the attitude will, in
general, vary continuously throughout the turn if no
altitude is lost or gained. For turm up to 30° fmgle
of bank the change in stability derivatives thus pro-
duced will be slight and maybe satisfactorily compen-
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sated by assuming an average value of the speed t
somewhat greater than that for level flight. Thi
speed may be calculated from the relation:

(25:

w-hereG is the dynamic pressure at steady-flight speed
md p is the angle of bank at which the airplane is
wumed to lose or gain no altitude.

-mm ANDDISCUSSION

The foregoing procedure was applied to the case of
bhe average airplane performing 30° banked turns at
various speeds. The time taken to complete the speci-
fied maneuver was chosen as approximately 6.28 (27r)
jeconds, since at the lowest spmds under consideration
mmparatively large rolling and yawing moments were
required to execute the mmeuver with this rapidity.
Inasmuch as the angl~of-bank relation was held the

ifkl;.I
I

q

I
I
I
I
I
I

:

Time,seconds
FTQUaE18.-OontmlroUiII&and yawiu-moment c@kienk neXSIY to Wfeml

W W mm without sIdmUppIngat vaiiom Iift mm-k

swne for all speeds, the rate of yawing was necessarily
dillerent and hence the actual mqgle of turn, or the
changed heading of the airplane, was d.iflerentfor the
dMerent speeds. As in the previous computations,
lift coefficients of 0.35, 1.0, and 1.8 were assumed,
although the corresponding speeds were increased some-
what over those in the previous computations to
account for the additional lift while turning, as pre-
viously explained. With the wm.uuption of no loss of
altitude at 30° bank, the speeds wero increased by the
factor ~

4&= ’.074
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The vah.m of L., L,, N,, N,, correspondingto the

given liftcoefhients,were also multipliedby this

factor. (Seeappend& I.)

The curves of rolling motion and angle of bank calcu-
lated for these maneuvers are those shown in figure 17.
The formula for the bank angle was

p= —0.262 (COSt+l/4 COSZt)+0.327 (26)

reaching a maximum of 30° at r seconds. This formula
determined the angular velocities and accelerations by
the principles already demonstrated. Inasmuch as the
turn reaches a steady rate at its midpoint, the whole

.03
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FIGcniz 21.-Ftndder wntrobmoment waflidants dorfng ?@ Imnk trim, showfnf
effmt of r.emndmy alkaun Y8wfmsmomenti on mddw ombl ~ top
form a turn mananvar without skklfppfng. A6wmefi afkmn W* moman~
+x affemn yawing mmrwnt. C%Ah semndaryafkonyawing-momant -tit.

C.A= J4Cti carve A C,A–-HC,A carve B

maneuver may be presumed tobe ofany ,$i.meextentby

assuming a continuationof thisstendy point,which

occursat T seconds.

The resultsof a seriesof thesecomputationsshowed

principallythe effectof flightspeed on the degree of

controldeflectionnecessaryto perform a givenmaneu-

ver and the effectoffavorable-yawand ofadverse-yaw

aileronson the amount of rudder controlrequired.

Figure 18 shows the rolling- and yawing-moment ccefE-
cients necessary to accomplish the maneuver at speeds
corresponding to the three difhrent lift coefficients.
For the average airplane these were:

*

In this case no seccmdmy aileron ymving momenta
were included and such moment coefficients would
have to be added to or deducted from the yawing-
momant curveB. Tlwae computations showed that the
maximum yawing moment necexmry at the lowest
speed was 10 times as great as that at high speed, while
the maximum rolling-moment coefficient increased only
4 times under the same circumstance. Figure 19
illustrates this increase of coefficient neceasmy to per-
form the specified maneuver in the same time at the
lower speeds.

Figure 20 shows the effects of favorable and adverse
mcondary aileron yawing momenta on the rudder con-
trol necessary throughout the turn. Positive yawing
moments indicate a setting of the rudder in a direction
to aid the turning. It will be noted that the e..stence
of any secondmy aileron moment calls for a counteract-
ing movement of the rudder applied simultaneously
with the ailerons at the b* of the turn. With
no secondary aileron moments the curves show that the
tiultaneous initial deflection of both ailerons and
rudder is not required, the turn being initiated by the
ailerons alone with the rudder being applied after the
start. In the case of favorable secondary yawing mo-
ments an initial setting of the rudder opposite to the
direction of the turn is required, while on beginning
the recovery the rudder has to be moved slightly in a
direction that would normally tend to continue the
turning. It appears that ailerons giving no secondary
yawing moments of either sign would require the lertst
rudder coordination in making turns without side-
ilipping.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The agreement of the computations with the
results of flight tests verifies the usefulness of the
method utilking stability derivatives for the study of
controllability both above and below the stall.

2. The angle of bank produced in 1 second, v1, by a
full deflection of the lateral control may be taken as n
relative measure of the control effectiveness. IrI the
ca9e of a conventional airplane this meumre is given
by a simple formula involving the static rolling and
yawing moments produced by the control, namely:

pl=constantx Oj+constantx u.

3. The effect of secondary adverse yawing moments
on the aileron control may be moderated by increasing
the moment of inertia about the yaw axis, nlthough
it is to be expected that the power of the rudder will be
correspondingly reduced. Increasing the moment of
inertia about the roll asis should have little direot
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influence on the lateral-control effectiveness with a
given rolling-control moment.

4. The tendency f or a given adveme yawing moment
to render the Mm-d control ineffective becomes greater
with increasing dihedral. In no case should the ratio
of the control adveme yawing. moment to the rolling
moment be allowed to exceed (in absolute magnitude)
either:

some provision is made to maintain the damping in
rolling at these angles.

7. For control at high angles of attack it is important
that the damping in both rolling and yrnving be main-
tained above a definite minimum to avoid an uncon-
trollable form of instability arising from the interaction
of these motions. The minimum damping is given by
the condition that

(a) The ratio of yawing to rolling moment acting on
the airplane in sideslip; or

(b) The ratio of yawing to rolling moment acting on
the airplane in yawirg.

6. It appears that ailerons giving nearly zero yawing
moment would require the least coordination of the
rudder control in executing turn maneuvom without
sideslip.

6. The study of conditions above the staUindicates
thnt satisfactory control cannot be expected urk.s

LPN,>L,NP

This condition appears to be next in importance to
direct damping in rolling.

LANGLEY klEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LADORATORY,

NJAmONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AORONAUmc&

lJANGLEY FIELD, VA., Aprz”lgO, 1936.
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APPENDIX I

CALCULATION OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES 1

In the reportallmomemk and angularvelocitiesare

measured from a.ms fied in the airplanealong the

directionsperpendicularand parallelto the relative

wind inthesteadyflightjustpreviousto themaneuver

computed.

In the computationsof the stabfityderivativesas

well as in the considerationof theirmodificationby

alterationofthe designof an airplane,itisconvenient

to sepmate thosegovcr&d by the wing characteristics

from thosedepending mainly on the body and the tail.
.

d~ ‘
()coefficient ~ and are summarized in figure 21,

Do

which shows values of the coefficient measured on
rectangular Clark Y wings of aspect ratio 6, The
eflects of deflected split flaps and tip rounding are also
shown. Correction factors to convert these vahma
to those for tapered wings and wings of different
aspect ratio are given in figure 22. These correction
factors me based on theoretical calculations of the load
distribution on wings having a uniform twist which,
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In the case of conventional airplanes, the derivatives
that depend ahnost wholly on the wings are

The other two factors considered in the report, N, and
iVB,depend primarily on the disposition and area of the
vertical tail and on the fuselage.

llOIJJllGACCJ3LERATIONDUBTOFiO~G. J&
The factor L. may be determined horn the results

of tests of the damping in rolling of wings, such as the
tests that have been made in the 7- by 10-Ioot wind
tunnel. The test results are given in the form of the

1Theauthorsdaslreto ncknowldgo valuable ald rwak.i from Mr. 0. H. Zlmmer-
memof thelaboratorystafurl thepramratlon of thk @xfml.

in effect, reproduced the conditions encount-
ered by a rolling wing as far as the rolling
moment is concerned. The data for th~e
corrections were deduced from calculations
given in reference11.

The actual damping moment of a full-sizo
wing calculated from the coefficient is

The derivative, m used in the report, is
obtaimd by dividing the coef6cient of p by
tho moment of inertia of the airplane in
rolling: i. e.,

L=d ‘: sy~~
(a)

(28)

2U

It will be readily appreciated that parts of
the airplane other than the wings con-
tribute only a negligible amount of this
damping; for esample, if the tail plane

hw an area 15 per~&t of that if he wing and rt-span
of 25 percent 6,its contribution will be lese than

0.15X (0.25)Z=0.019, or 2 percent

of that due to the wk~.
The rolling moment due to rolhg of a biplane muy

be estimated by using its equivalent monoplane aspect
ratio in figure 22.

For the damping of roll@ above stalling angles,
wind-tunnel tests show that there is no consistent
linear relation between the damping moment and the
rate of rolling even at very slow rates; hence there
actually exists no definite ZP in the sense previously
defined. &KItrary values may be assumed to repre-

484
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sent roughly certain conditions, as was done in the
described stalled-flight computations. In the case of
wings with devices to prevent stalling at the tips,
recourse must be had to wind-tunnel teste.

ROLLINCiACCELERATIONDUETOYA~a, L,

The rolling moment developed by a wing in circling
flight may be easily calculated horn the consideration
that this motion brings about a difference in velocity
along the span. If the yawing velocity is r and the
spantie distance from the reference origin (center of
gravity) is y, this additional veloci~ will be W. The
lift on an element of the wing is proportional to the
square of the whole velocity, or:

(uo&lJ2=u&2?yuo+( ry)2 (29)

The rolling moment produced by the change in lift on
either side of the wing is directly proportional to r. A
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simple integration shows the moment for a straight
wing to be:

L=r:S~ UOC. (3(-))

if the lift is distributed uniformly along the span. Such
a distribution ti approximated in the case of a rectrm-
gular wing at stalling angles, hence the foregoing for-
mula was used in the stalled-flight. computations.
Below the stall the aotual distribution of lift on the
wings in circling ilight should be taken into account.
This distribution is modified: somewhat by- the fact
that the induction of the circular trail of vortices difhira
from the induction in straight fli.ghji These phenomena

have been treated by Glauert and Wkmlsborger for
the cases of rectangular and elliptical wings in circling
Eight and curves derived from their calculations are
*own in figure 23. (Seereference 12.) The derivative
L, is obtained from :the coefficient by the formula

(31)

[t appears that the value of %1’1previously calculated
iom simple integration as one-sixth should be more
marly one-eighth for aspect ratio 6, as indicated by the
hart. Although no calculations have been made for
XLperedwings, it may be presumed that the interpolated
mrves given in figure 23 will apply with good approxi-
mation. The part of L, due to the body and tail will be
ireated in a later paragraph.

Measurements of the rolling moment due to sidedip
]ave been made on a large number of wing models in
he 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. The results of these
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testsare sum.nmrized in figure 24, which” shows the
influence of tip rounding and deflected split flaps on
the dihedral effect of Clark Y. wings without actual
3i.hedraJangle. Further tests made on wings with
varying degrees of dihedral showed that the additional
dlect due to this angle was the same regardlws of the
tip shape or the lift coefficient of the wing (below the
3tall). Sweepback of the tings is known to have an
Meet similar to dihedral, although comparatively few
;estshave been made. Unlike the rolling moment due
a dihedral angle, however, the roll@ effect of sweep-
Jack appears to be approximately prop& tional to the
ift coefficient, disappearing at zero lift as would be
@ected. Presumably, its effect maybe added to the
)thers as in the case of the dihedral. These considera-
tionsresult in the”following formula for the total rolling
noment in sidedip
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where I’ is dihedraI angle and A is angle of sweepback.
An analysis of the available data indicatea the

following values for the parametms:

(see reference 13),
and

()~d$

bA =–O.0045C,

(33)

. ,
-./0 r

I, I
J

-.12
Fmmm 24.—RoIUngmoment due to sfd8sUP. Untsrmd wings wMmnt dhedid

@ tio, I%7-by let fid-tiel m.smlrement&

w-heredcJ@ is in terms of radians and I’ and A are
measured in degrees. The derivative LB follows from
the formula:

(34)

Inasmuch as the wind-tunnel tests were of rec-
tangular wings of aspect ratio 6, the formula (33)
applie9 directly to them. Correction factors for cal-
culating the rolling moment due to the dihedral of
yawed wings of d.iiferentaspect ratios and taper ratios
are given in figure 25. These corrections were deduced
horn theoretical calculations made at the Laboratory
(reference 11) on the span load distribution of wings
having their right and left semispan portions set at
different angles of attack and are somewhat different
from those deduced previously for the damping in
rolling.

. Above stalling an&s none of the given formulas or
correction factora apply. In this region a “straight

wing shows a far grmter rolling tendency when yawed
than wings with either sweepback or dihedral. Add-
ing either sweepback or dihedral tends to reduce this
tendency and. may on this account be desirable to o
certain degree. Tests of wings with very lmrgesweep-
back, such as are used on tailless airplanes, have been
made in which the rolling moment due to yaw actually
reversed its sign when the stall was reached.

YA~Q ACCELERATIONDUETORO~G, N,

It is assumed that the effect of a rolling motion of
the wing can be replaced by a relative rolling motion

.6~o
Aepect roilo

FmmiE !2&-Faotcm for axrding wfnd-timnel value Ofb ~~) ~r for 0SP3Ctrot o

and tafmr.

of the air about the X axis of the airplane. Thus in
porntive rolling the relative air stream is rising toward
the right wing tip and descending on the left. The lift
vectors, being perpendicular to the relative wind at
each point of the span, are inclined forward with
respect to the Z axis on. the right and backward on the
left, resulting in a negative yawing moment for positive
rolling of the wing. (This varying resolution of the lift
vectors along the span is unimportant in computing
the rolling moment due to rolling since the angle
pb/2UOis small.)

In addition to the changed resolution of the lift
vectors along the span, there is an increased drag on
the downgoing wing that tends to reduce the negative
yawing tendency. It should be noted that an asym-
metrical change in the lift distribution, such as that
caused by rolling, results in greater changes in the
induced drag at various sections of the wing than
would be produced by symmetrical lift changes. (Seo
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reference 14.) Hence the uncorrected results of
measurements made on the wing in direct lifting
cannot be used in computing the rolling or yawing
moments of a rolling wing.

Figure 26 shows the resolution of the lift at a point
of the span y on the downgoing side of the wing. The
air stream initially rising toward the section at the
inclirmtionpy/VOis deflected somewhat by the resulting
increased lift at that point so that the air meets the
wing at the additional effective angle of attack,

PY ~w.A~=V-– PO This additional angle of attack may

be found at each point of the span if the corresponding
lift increment is known, since

A*=%-()-aO
(35)

()‘here% , is the slope of the lift curve for infinite

aspect ratio. The lift vector on the wing in straight
flight CLis increased by the amount A(?Land inclined
forward through the angle AaO. If the usual assump-
tions regarding small angles are made, the total effect
may be integrated along the sIJanas

JN= –2$% bpCLX&i&cXyXdy (36)
o

It will be noted that it is unneces.wuy to consider the
resolution of the lift increments Ac~ by the anglea A%
since they are sensibly equal and opposite on either
side of the wing and their yawing effects cancel, re-
sulting simply in a bending moment about the mid-

point. Replacing A% by ~ and calculating the

()ZO
coefficient

C.=–+i-s:@WXOXyXdy

()
(37]

‘Z.

Site – 2~XACLXcXyXdy=dCl, an approximate

exprwsion of this formula is

This approximation is based on the assumption of-.
constant lift coefficient across the man and hence
corresponds to an elliptical wing. The resolution of
this ymving moment along the general wind direction
results in:

$%=7%)[C%0-31‘3’)

Reference 11 gives the lift and lift-increment distribu-
tions for both rectangular and tapered wings and these
may be used in conjunction with the foregoing formula.a
if a more accurate theoretical value of Np is desired.

A component of N, due to tho profile-drag effect
may be estimated by a simple inte.vation, assuming
the slope of profle-drag coefficient with effective angle
of attack to be constant across the span. Thus, if

dCD
(–)da .

is the slope of the drag curve for infinite as-

pect ratio at the lift coefficient in question

‘=2wrw30@ ’40)
or, making the same substitutions as
coefficient giving the effect of protile drag

dC. d(?.ode,

<)@_
2 u~ ‘–md(&j

before, the
is

(41)

t
Cz -t ACL

$ Axis of

1

of o%%nce y from midspan

FIGWEE23.-lZeznhtfon of ti vokity and lift at seotionof mllhg wing,

where C~o is the profile-drag coefficient of the airfoil
section. The fird formula for N, is

(42)Pu b’N,= -$&~ ~~

d(m)

‘here +
()

is the sum of the portions given by

d m,
equations (39) and (41).

Above stalling angles tlm slope of the profk-drag
coefficient with angle of attack reaches large values,
and it is to be expected that N9 will change its sign.
The foregoing theoretical formula cannot be used at
these angles, because the lift is no longer proportional

to the angle of attack. dC.A tentative fornmkfor ~j

-.
in the stalled condition is

d($)=[&iI-cL&~&dy’43)
20
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or simply

for rectanguhw wings.
In the case of an airplane with a long fuselage, [

certti increment of NP at high angles of attack dui
to the effect of the body and h must be considered
as will be explained later.

YAWING ACCELBRA~ON DUE TO YAWING,N,

Unlike the damp@o in rolling, the damping iI
yarning N,, cannot be attributed to any skgle pre
dominant factor. It is convenient, however, to con
sider it as primarily effected by the disposition anc
area of the vertical tail sudace. Since only a fe~
isolated experiments have been made for the deter
mimtion of this derivative and since it is not lmow

—
A-wt raiio

FIWJEB27.-Factem for cshmtating the yawing momant due to the lndac&14m8
dkhibntion in cirelhw @t.

to what extent certain incalculable facto= influence
it, only a rough estimate of its value in any given
case is possible.

The part of the damping of yawing due to the wings
may be calculated from considerations similar to those
employed in the determination of L,. Here the changed
drag distribution along the span in circling flight is to
be considered and the resulting yawing moment found.
The theoretical calculations of Glauert and Wkwels-
berger that were employed in the determination of L,
may be applied in this case as well. Here, however, it
will be necessary to include the effect of profile drag of
the wings and their attachments, since it is the actual
magnitude of the drag that counts in determining N,
and not its rate of increase with angle of attack. On
the assumption that the proiibdrag coefficient is nor-

mally the same at all sections of the span, a simple
integration (see Z,) gives the formula

(45)

for the part due to the profile drag of a rectangular
wing. Figure 27 shows the results of the previously
mentioned Calculations, which were extended to the
determination of the distribution of induced drag while
circling. With the factor shown in the figure included,
the formula for the total wing eflect becomes

“(.2UO).

w-hereCD,istheinduced-dragcoefficient,i.e.,

(46)

(47)

The part of N, due to the vertical tail surfaces may
be very simply calculated. The yawing angular veloc-
ky r about an @ through the center of gravity pro-
iucea an effective sidetise velocity of the vertical tail
jqual b T1. Its change in angle of attack relative to
the air stream is then rl/UO. The yawing moment due
kcthis effect is

(48)

Yhere (dCv/d@fis the slopeof the normal-forcecoeffi-

cientof the iinagainstthe sidew%e angle of attack P

md Sf is the area of the fin. An average value for

lCJdjI is —2.2. Combining these factors and writing
he expression in a form involving the aprm as the
fundamentallength results in

~Wr_g the VdOUs factom thus calculated in the
‘orm of a single dimensionless coefficient, the formula
or the total damping derivative in yawing becomes

dCn
n which ~

()

may be determined from an aero-
d—2 u~

[ynamic test of a complete model or may be estimnted
mm the sum of several contributing factora.

It is not known how the body of the airplane in-
uences its damping h yawing, although it is unlikely
lat its effect is ‘akpowerful m that of the vertical fin.
1 the case of the average, airplane treated in this
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report, an allowance equal to 60 percent of the iin
effect vw made for the fuselage and parts of the air-
plane other than the wings.

YAWING ACCELERATIONDUB TO SIDBLIP,NP

Measurements of the yawing momants in sideslip

have been made on a largenumber ofcompletemodels

in the COW-SCofroutinewind-tunneltesting-ofmilitary

airplanes.A study of the resultsof these tests

indicatedthat at low angles of attack the yawing

moment may be estimatedfrom the area and disposi-

tion of the verticrdfinwith a suitableallowancefor

the fuselageeffect.Although airplanebodies when

teatedaloneahnostinvariablyshow an unstableyawing

tendency about the centerof gravity,when testsof a

complete model are made. the resultsmay show au

additionalstabilizinginfluenceofthefuselage,possibly
due tointerferenceeffects.At highliftcoefficientsthe

wings may exertconsiderableinfluence. The effecto~

the fuselagedepends, of course,on itsdispositionwith

respectto the centerof gravityand also on the nose

shape. Models, especiallythosewith uncowled radial

engines,oftenshow only40 or50 percentoftherighting

moment calculatedforthe iinand rudder alone.

The part of the yawing moment in yaw due to the

verticalfinsurfacemay be estimatedby merms of th~

data previouslyused forthe calculationofiV,,

(51;

In cases of airplaneshaving wings setat a &he&i

angle some provision must be made for an additiona~
yawing moment in yaw that arises as a consequence oj
the setting of the wings. In straight flight, lift vecton
drawn on each wing half, being inclined inward by th(
angle of dihedral, would intersect on the Z axis verti
tally above the center of gravity. These lift vectcm
remaining at the same time perpendicular to th~
leading-edge lima and to the relative wind directiol
do not intersect when the wing is yawed, giving tit
to a couple. A simple approximation results in

q= –;rl!?c. (52

Site this component of yawing moment is attributw
to dihedral setting, it maybe represented by

(53

for calculation.
In addition to the simple dihedral effect, an inducti

yawing moment on the yawed wing must be considere~
as rL secondary effect of the rolling moment. &
approximate formula for tbia yawing moment deriva
from data given in reference 13 is

or

‘hese formulas agree with the results of tests made in
be 7- by lo-foot wind tunnel except near the region of
ero lift. A formula for the total ymv@-moment
oefficient of the wings is

(%).=-c’ooo’’r++%)’55)
ThereI’isgivenin degrees.

CERTAINCORRECTINGTERMS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTAC6

At high anglesof attack the body of the airplane

tillbe inclinedappreciablyto the referenceaxisabout

h.ichtherollingmomants aremeasured. The formulas

iven forthe eflectsofthefin(andbody) on the damp-

w in yawing and yawing moment in yaw should for

xactnesahave includedthefactorcosa,since-thelever

rm of the momen&producing effectiwillactuallybe

hortened somewhat by the inclination.This correc-

ion is of no importance,however, and need not be

onsidered. The same istrueofthe logicalcorrection

hatshouldbe appliedtothewind-tunnelmeasurements

Ifrollingmoment in yaw, which were actuallymade

,boutan axispointingdirectlyupstream and henca

lotquiteinlinewith the ww consideredin the report.

Lhe only correctingterms that are ofsufficientrna.gni-

ude to be consideredhere are those aflect@ L,, Lfl,
md iVPand arising from the fact that the fin and body
nrfacm are disposed below the rolling ties. These
erma are

)nly the components of N, and iVp attributed to the
bselage and vertical fin of the airplane should be used
me.
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